What a privilege it is to celebrate our new class of Warrington graduates. I want to congratulate you on this achievement on behalf of the Warrington College of Business and our administration, faculty and staff.

Earning a degree from Warrington isn’t about a piece of paper. You were part of a rigorous developmental experience at one of the top public business schools in the world and a top-10 public university. We cannot wait to see what you will do in the future.

Please remember to stay connected to Warrington and UF as active alumni, and always remember the responsibility you carry as a Business Gator. Your continued success leaves footprints of The Gator Nation wherever you go in the future.

Go, Business Gators!

SABY MITRA
Dean,
Warrington College of Business
University of Florida

CEREMONY AGENDA

Welcome ................................................................. Michelle Bloom-Lugo
Director, Undergraduate Business Career Services

National Anthem .................................................. Alanna Parfait
Student, UF College of the Arts

Message from UF President ......................................... Dr. Kent Fuchs
President, University of Florida

Message from Dean ..................................................... Dr. Saby Mitra
Dean, Warrington College of Business

Presentation of Graduates ........................................... Dr. Selcuk Erenguc
Senior Associate Dean & Director, Hough Graduate School of Business

→ Doctor of Business Administration (DBA)
→ Master of Business Administration (MBA)
→ Master of Science & Master of International Business

Presentation of Graduates .......................................... Dr. Gary McGill
Associate Dean & Director, Fisher School of Accounting

→ Master of Accounting
→ Bachelor of Science in Accounting

Presentation of Graduates ........................................... Dr. Alex Sevilla
Associate Dean & Director, Heavener School of Business

→ Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
→ Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Conferral of Degrees ................................................ Dr. Saby Mitra
Dean, Warrington College of Business

Name Reading ......................................................... Jamie Kraft, MBA
Director, Entrepreneurship & Innovation Center

Closing Remarks ..................................................... Dr. Saby Mitra
Dean, Warrington College of Business

Alma Mater .......................................................... Alanna Parfait
Student, UF College of the Arts
Prominently placed as the entrance to the University of Florida, our corner of The Gator Nation is where we develop dedicated business leaders. From here, we influence the world, pushing to stay on the forefront of research and education. But this isn’t about a classroom. The Warrington College of Business is designed to help students change the way they view obstacles in the real world.

This is where we produce difference makers that shape businesses, non-profits, government, and eventually the world. It’s what built Warrington into one of the most respected business schools in the country.
WARRINGTON RANKINGS

U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT

Best Graduate Schools
- Full-Time MBA: #10 among publics; #28 overall
- Professional MBA: #19 among publics; #31 overall
- Master of Accounting: #9 among publics; #20 overall
- Marketing (MBA): #5 among publics; #14 overall

Best Online MBA Programs
- #3 among publics; #4 overall
- Student Excellence: #4 among publics; #6 overall

Best Colleges
- Heavener School of Business: #14 among publics; #24 overall
- Fisher School of Accounting: #6 among publics; #11 overall
- Entrepreneurship minor: #10 among publics; #27 overall
- Finance: #10 among publics; #25 overall
- Management: #16 among publics, #27 overall
- Marketing: #8 among publics; #10 overall
- Real Estate minor: #4 among publics; #7 overall

FINANCIAL TIMES
- Global MBA Ranking: #5 among publics; #19 in the U.S.; #34 worldwide
- Value for Money: #1 worldwide
- Salary Percentage Increase: #2 in the U.S., #4 worldwide
- Top 20 Online MBA Rankings: #4 among U.S. schools; #6 overall
- Aims Achieved: #2 among U.S. schools; #2 overall
- Program Delivery: #2 among U.S. schools; #2 overall
- Online Interaction: #1 among U.S. schools; #1 overall
- Career Service: #5 among U.S. schools; #9 overall
- Research: #3 among U.S. schools; #3 overall

BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK

Best Business Schools
- Full-Time MBA: #11 among publics; #32 overall

THE ECONOMIST

Which MBA?
- Full-Time MBA: #8 among publics; #23 in the U.S., #30 worldwide
- Alumnus Rating of Career Service: #1 overall
- Open New Career Opportunities: #3 overall
- Potential to Network: #7 overall
- Faculty quality: #10 overall
- Master of Science in Management: #2 among publics; #6 in the U.S.; #32 overall

EDUNIVERSAL

Best Masters
- Real Estate: #1 among publics; #3 in the U.S.
- Management: #1 among publics; #5 in the U.S.
- International Business: #2 among publics; #4 in the U.S.
- Full-Time MBA: #4 among publics; #19 in the U.S.; #26 in North America
- MBA/Marketing: #13 among publics; #22 in the U.S.
- Entrepreneurship: #2 among publics; #8 in the U.S.
- Information Systems & Operations Management: #11 among publics; #14 in the U.S.
- Accounting: #11 among publics; #17 in the U.S.

IVY EXEC

- Best Executive MBA Program: #9 in Southeast Region,
- #3 among Southeastern Publics, #44 globally

PRINCETON REVIEW

- Top 25 Online MBA Programs for 2020: #3 among publics; #3 overall

POETS & QUANTS
- Poets & Quants Best Online MBA Programs of 2021: #9 among publics, #17 overall

PUBLIC ACCOUNTING REPORT

- Undergraduate program: #4 among publics; #7 overall
- Undergraduate program among mid-sized faculty: #1 overall
- Master's program: #4 among publics; #7 overall
- Master's program among mid-sized faculty: #2 overall
- Doctoral program: #13 among publics; #17 overall

FACULTY RANKINGS

Texas A&M/University of Georgia Rankings in Management
- Research productivity per capita: #4
- Research productivity per capita 2015-19: #3

University of Texas at Dallas Top 100 Business School Research in Marketing Rankings
- Faculty research productivity per capita: #4 among U.S. schools; #9 worldwide
- Faculty research productivity: #11 worldwide
Ph.D.

Quick Facts
- Warrington’s Ph.D. programs pride themselves on student access to faculty members.

Doctor of Business Administration

Director: Angie Woodham
The Doctor of Business Administration program is offered as a track under the Ph.D. degree. The DBA program aims to integrate the theory and practice of business with the context of current issues that the business world faces.

Quick Facts
- The UF DBA program celebrated its first graduating class in 2017.
- Participants who successfully complete the program will be equipped for high-level positions in numerous sectors, including higher education, consulting, and the option to continue in their profession.

Graduating Students

Jason Altmire
Dissertation Title: “Do Businesspeople Make Good Lawmakers? A Study of How Personality Affects the Legislative Effectiveness of Accountants and Entrepreneurs in Congress”
Dissertation Chair: Dr. David Ross

Michael R. Anderson
Dissertation Title: “Value Creation & Destruction, Transformational Leadership and Deception: How do senior executives change their rhetorical style following a change in company valuation?”
Dissertation Chair: Dr. Joyce Bono

William J. Carty Jr.
Dissertation Title: “Is Everybody Ready? Gender Integration, Standards, Readiness and Perception in US Army Infantry Officer Training”
Dissertation Chair: Dr. Joyce Bono

James Fatzinger
Dissertation Title: “Economic Recovery in the Wake of a Natural Disaster”
Dissertation Chair: Dr. David Ross

William C. Poellmitz
Dissertation Title: “Expatriate Employment”
Dissertation Chair: Dr. Mo Wang

Warner Garrison Walker III
Dissertation Title: “Retail Real Estate Attraction Attributes. The Impact of Accessibility and Visibility on Customer Traffic”
Dissertation Chair: Dr. Wayne Archer

This is where aspirations are fully realized. From our dedicated students mastering business skills and practices to our talented faculty conducting pioneering research, the Hough community strives for excellence in all its endeavors.

William R.
Hough Graduate School of Business

Senior Associate Dean & Director: Dr. Selcuk Erenguc

The Hough Graduate School of Business offers highly specialized programs tailored to fit your strengths and interests. Hough Hall is home to nationally-recognized programs in Entrepreneurship, Finance, Information Systems & Operations Management, International Business, Management, Marketing, and Real Estate—as well as the highly-ranked UF MBA Program.

Teamwork and collaboration are core concepts of the Hough experience. The blending of competitiveness and motivation fosters a unique atmosphere where students are pushed to their limits and excellence is achieved.
UF MBA

DIRECTOR: John Gresley

UF MBA offers several program formats—Executive, Full-Time One-Year Business Majors, Full-Time One-Year All Majors, Full-Time Two-Year, Online One-Year, Online Two-Year, Weekend Professional One-Year, Weekend Professional Two-Year, and Weekend Professional Two-Year South Florida.

QUICK FACTS

→ U.S. News & World Report ranked UF MBA’s Full-Time program No. 10 among publics and the Part-Time programs No. 19 among publics.
→ UF MBA prides itself on small class sizes and cohorts to build strong network opportunities regardless of program format.

GRADUATING STUDENTS:

Online MBA: One-Year

→ Abhinav Akhouri → Renee Teresa Preyde Huy
→ Saeed Ashraf → Tyler Albert Janacone
→ Ja’Brayla Shanice Bell → Natalie Kim Thuy Ingham
→ Brooke Ann Bivins → Ratib Abraham Karam III
→ Zachary Blue → Jordan Thomas Lupton
→ Kari Brooks → Rachel Ali Opgenhein
→ Sebastian Carrizosa → Joanne Parrinello
→ Sara Amanda Chin → Lauren Elizabeth Rau
→ Gilberto Cristobal → Jay Daniel Rocca
→ Matthew Ernest D’Andrade → Trey Calvin Rose
→ Caitlin Francis Dripps → William Ruiz Lozada
→ Mary Katharine Grace Farnell → Guanbo Shao
→ Daniel Tyler Fox → Harrison Dalton Smith
→ Jorge Enrique Gallardo → Shane Michael Thee
→ Elise Marie Gentile → Grace LaPointe Vaillancourt
→ Matthew James Harry → Roberto Jairo Valladares
→ Kathleen Suzette Hudson → Jasmine White-Bynum

Online MBA: Two-Year

→ Timur Akhmetov → Liana Alicia Guerra
→ Richard Anthony Alanis → Callaway Mead Johnson
→ Alec Jay Alfonso → Scott Neil Kellerman
→ Adam Bryan Boukari → Alexander Paul Kneefel
→ Jayson D. Brown → Daniela Koci
→ Benjamin Mathew Castro → Bryce Douglas Kuhn
→ Andres Celaya Jr. → Jarett David Lamb
→ Francois Cimon-Kingsley → Curtis Augustus Lemieux
→ Seth C. Combs → Joseph A. Malespini
→ Susan Amanda Cooke → Isaac Lee Molina
→ Krishnett M. Crespo Meléndez → Kyle David Morgan
→ William Thomas Edwards → William Ryan Morrow
→ Michael Evans → Melissa Dispigna Moyles
→ Lorena Ferreira Suarez → Robert G. Prausa
→ Malcolm Chase Fitschen → Blake Joseph Richardville
→ Travis Collin Fletcher → Tatiana Margaret Romanko
→ Jonathan Daniel Garner → Aston Steele
→ Hailee Kristen Gilmer → Merrilee Lynn Vanderwaal

Fully Online MBA: Two-Year

→ Andrew Ariey → Gregory A. Latchaw
→ Sabina Atieno → Matthew Lippman
→ Angel Emanuel Benitez → Alexander Lianos
→ Kenneth Alan Corbett → Chantal Lin Lopez
→ Sean Daniel Danaher → John Lundy
→ Nathan Ryan Detwiler → Kyle Maher
→ Matthew Grothe → Zachary S. Marks
→ Davis Kennington Hall → Heather L. McGillem
→ AIsreese A. Hawkins → Mildred Zusselly McIlwain
→ Brian Henry Hodakievic → Masato Miyagi
→ Elaine Hua → Patricia Monteferrante Alberto
→ Robert Hyatt → Max Joseph Mullen
→ William Edward Jennings → Sean Matthew Persons
→ Anne Layton Johansen → Alejandro E. Prado
→ Anthony Korte → Kevin Priepusich
→ James Lanza → Diana Valentina Rivadeneira

Weekend Professional: One-Year

→ Ashley Elizabeth Bennett → Eric Carl Smith
→ Javaris Ray Blue → Melissa Jo Coleman Sperber
→ Michael Anthony Bragg → Katherine Anne Suhr
→ Charlene L. Butler → Alan Jeffrey Tenenbaum
→ Anthony Leon Delgado → Pablo Vela
→ Michael Derouin → Robert Cody Reinbold
→ Catherine Frances Franklin → Veronica Alexandra Ressel
→ Daniel Jovan Gomez → Logan Gabriel Secord
→ Bradley David Justis → Andrew Thomas Smith
→ John Thomas Kiely III → Tanner Goates Smith
→ Brian Justin Larkin → Taylor Christine Tomlinson
→ John Wyatt Moe → John Clark Trimble
→ William Martin Tutwiler → Michael Trimble
→ John Solomon Uthamadhas → William Martin Tutwiler
→ Jeanette Donna Wilson → John Solomon Uthamadhas
→ Qinglu Zhu

Professional: Two-Year

→ Patricia M. Barboza → Alexander Lum
→ Ramona V. Saridakis Bean → Felipe Mavromatis
→ Harold S. Boudreau III → German Olivera
→ John F. Burch III → Konstantinos Papapaschalis
→ James Andrew Davis → Phillip Scott Paparone
→ Adam T. Despang → Jeisson Juliana Parra
→ Brandon Timothy Ealy → Laura Jean Phillipo
→ Joseph Patrick Feldmann → Jason Scott Queen
→ Jorge Andres Florez → Kelsey Anne Rice
→ Bo Gao → Madelaine Ann Register
→ Patrick Ryan Garner → Brandon M. Saldana
→ Anne Bailey Hall → Michael Alexander Sorenson
→ Joshua Lewis Henley → Frazier Ray Springfield
→ Matthew Lawrence Howes → Katia Suarez
→ John Clark Trimble → Jonathan Jose Thomas
→ Joseph Lawrence Krezo → Laurie Anne Tweed
→ Adam Bryan Boukari → Andrea Paige Wherry
→ Michael Alexander Sorenson → Allen M. White
→ Matt Cooper → Fan Yang

GRADUATING STUDENTS:

Online MBA: One-Year

→ Abhinav Akhouri → Renee Teresa Preyde Huy
→ Saeed Ashraf → Tyler Albert Janacone
→ Ja’Brayla Shanice Bell → Natalie Kim Thuy Ingham
→ Brooke Ann Bivins → Ratib Abraham Karam III
→ Zachary Blue → Jordan Thomas Lupton
→ Kari Brooks → Rachel Ali Opgenhein
→ Sebastian Carrizosa → Joanne Parrinello
→ Sara Amanda Chin → Lauren Elizabeth Rau
→ Gilberto Cristobal → Jay Daniel Rocca
→ Matthew Ernest D’Andrade → Trey Calvin Rose
→ Caitlin Francis Dripps → William Ruiz Lozada
→ Mary Katharine Grace Farnell → Guanbo Shao
→ Daniel Tyler Fox → Harrison Dalton Smith
→ Jorge Enrique Gallardo → Shane Michael Thee
→ Elise Marie Gentile → Grace LaPointe Vaillancourt
→ Matthew James Harry → Roberto Jairo Valladares
→ Kathleen Suzette Hudson → Jasmine White-Bynum

Online MBA: Two-Year

→ Timur Akhmetov → Liana Alicia Guerra
→ Richard Anthony Alanis → Callaway Mead Johnson
→ Alec Jay Alfonso → Scott Neil Kellerman
→ Adam Bryan Boukari → Alexander Paul Kneefel
→ Jayson D. Brown → Daniela Koci
→ Benjamin Mathew Castro → Bryce Douglas Kuhn
→ Andres Celaya Jr. → Jarett David Lamb
→ Francois Cimon-Kingsley → Curtis Augustus Lemieux
→ Seth C. Combs → Joseph A. Malespini
→ Susan Amanda Cooke → Isaac Lee Molina
→ Krishnett M. Crespo Meléndez → Kyle David Morgan
→ William Thomas Edwards → William Ryan Morrow
→ Michael Evans → Melissa Dispigna Moyles
→ Lorena Ferreira Suarez → Robert G. Prausa
→ Malcolm Chase Fitschen → Blake Joseph Richardville
→ Travis Collin Fletcher → Tatiana Margaret Romanko
→ Jonathan Daniel Garner → Aston Steele
→ Hailee Kristen Gilmer → Merrilee Lynn Vanderwaal

Fully Online MBA: Two-Year

→ Andrew Ariey → Gregory A. Latchaw
→ Sabina Atieno → Matthew Lippman
→ Angel Emanuel Benitez → Alexander Lianos
→ Kenneth Alan Corbett → Chantal Lin Lopez
→ Sean Daniel Danaher → John Lundy
→ Nathan Ryan Detwiler → Kyle Maher
→ Matthew Grothe → Zachary S. Marks
→ Davis Kennington Hall → Heather L. McGillem
→ AIsreese A. Hawkins → Mildred Zusselly McIlwain
→ Brian Henry Hodakievic → Masato Miyagi
→ Elaine Hua → Patricia Monteferrante Alberto
→ Robert Hyatt → Max Joseph Mullen
→ William Edward Jennings → Sean Matthew Persons
→ Anne Layton Johansen → Alejandro E. Prado
→ Anthony Korte → Kevin Priepusich
→ James Lanza → Diana Valentina Rivadeneira

Weekend Professional: One-Year

→ Ashley Elizabeth Bennett → Eric Carl Smith
→ Javaris Ray Blue → Melissa Jo Coleman Sperber
→ Michael Anthony Bragg → Katherine Anne Suhr
→ Charlene L. Butler → Alan Jeffrey Tenenbaum
→ Anthony Leon Delgado → Pablo Vela
→ Michael Derouin → Robert Cody Reinbold
→ Catherine Frances Franklin → Veronica Alexandra Ressel
→ Daniel Jovan Gomez → Logan Gabriel Secord
→ Bradley David Justis → Andrew Thomas Smith
→ John Thomas Kiely III → Tanner Goates Smith
→ Brian Justin Larkin → Taylor Christine Tomlinson
→ John Wyatt Moe → John Clark Trimble
→ William Martin Tutwiler → Michael Trimble
→ John Solomon Uthamadhas → William Martin Tutwiler
→ Jeanette Donna Wilson → John Solomon Uthamadhas
→ Qinglu Zhu

Professional: Two-Year

→ Patricia M. Barboza → Alexander Lum
→ Ramona V. Saridakis Bean → Felipe Mavromatis
→ Harold S. Boudreau III → German Olivera
→ John F. Burch III → Konstantinos Papapaschalis
→ James Andrew Davis → Phillip Scott Paparone
→ Adam T. Despang → Jeisson Juliana Parra
→ Brandon Timothy Ealy → Laura Jean Phillipo
→ Joseph Patrick Feldmann → Jason Scott Queen
→ Jorge Andres Florez → Kelsey Anne Rice
→ Bo Gao → Madelaine Ann Register
→ Patrick Ryan Garner → Brandon M. Saldana
→ Anne Bailey Hall → Michael Alexander Sorenson
→ Joshua Lewis Henley → Frazier Ray Springfield
→ Matthew Lawrence Howes → Katia Suarez
→ John Clark Trimble → Jonathan Jose Thomas
→ Joseph Lawrence Krezo → Laurie Anne Tweed
→ Adam Bryan Boukari → Andrea Paige Wherry
→ Michael Alexander Sorenson → Allen M. White
→ Matt Cooper → Fan Yang
MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

DIRECTOR: Ana Portocarrero

This one-year program, designed for business majors or minors, allows students to gain global experience through the internationally-focused core curriculum, study abroad and provides diverse perspectives of student body and faculty.

QUICK FACTS

- Global Immersion Experiences bring the classroom to life with a week-long corporate study abroad tour.
- Eduniversal ranked the Master of International Business program No. 2 among U.S. publics.
- Students have 16 credit hours available to customize the curriculum to their interests.

GRADUATING STUDENTS

- Gabriela Natalie Anziani
- Amanda S. Ayoub
- Jennifer Rose Bacon
- Madison A. Bailey
- Joslynn Alexandra Bulis
- Xi Chen
- Gregory De Freitas
- Michael E. Findlay
- Shelby T. Fultz
- Brett J. Gajewski
- Marina Guimaraes
- Zoltan Christopher Gyorffy
- Jiahua Hou
- Marcia Alejandro Jerez
- Sean Trace Lanoue
- Sara Londo

THOMAS S. JOHNSON MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP

DIRECTOR: Parker Van Hart

The Master of Science in Entrepreneurship program is where the principle and practice of entrepreneurship seamlessly intersect. This one-year, intensive program equips promising entrepreneurs with the skills and savvy to plan, launch and sustain innovative ventures on their terms.

QUICK FACTS

- The Entrepreneurship & Innovation Center fully immerses students in the entrepreneurial mindset through many programs.
- Eduniversal ranked the Master of Science in Entrepreneurship program No. 2 among U.S. publics.
- The Entrepreneurship & Innovation Center was a 2017 Finalist for the NASDAQ Center for Entrepreneurial Excellence.

GRADUATING STUDENTS

- Paul Francis Bradley
- Theresa Marie Conrad
- Daniel Kennon
- Zeming Liu
- Bismarie Plasencia
- Christopher M. Mercandetti
- Matthew Stephen Moore
- Ugwuminachi Desiree Nwaubani
- Johanna Palimann
- Anthony J. Poole
- Patrick J. Purcell
- Colt D. Ridgeway
- Matthew B. Roof
- Paige Elizabeth Santiago
- Inaki Tolosa
- Chase D. Turbeville
- Carl Matthew Soriano Ty
- Lu Wang
- Fan Zhang
- Fan Zhang

WILLIAM R. HOUGH MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

DIRECTOR: Kelly Herring

The Master of Science in Finance was started in 2001 and has evolved to primarily a combined degree program for students from various University of Florida undergraduate degree programs wanting to complete both their undergraduate degree and a Master of Science in Finance degree within four years.

QUICK FACTS

- The program offers a Capital Markets Lab, consisting of nine Bloomberg terminals for student use with a wide spectrum of real business applications. The lab also has large monitors providing broadcasts of CNBC, Bloomberg TV and other financial news networks.
- TFE Times ranked the Master of Science in Finance program No. 4 among U.S. publics.
- Most MSF students come from undergraduate finance, accounting, economics and mathematics programs.

GRADUATING STUDENTS

- Lei Fu
- Tianyu Xue
- Yuting Zhang

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

DIRECTOR: Dr. Janice Ellen Carrillo

The Master of Science in Information Systems and Operations Management program prepares students to thrive in the age of big data. Technology advancements have put companies across the world in position to grow their businesses quickly, and they’re always in search of employees with the skills to discover effective methods and innovative strategies that help them take the next step.

QUICK FACTS

- Students graduate prepared for roles like Data Analyst, IT Manager, Information Systems Specialist, or many others.
- Eduniversal ranked the Master of Science in Information Systems and Operations Management program No. 11 among U.S. publics.
- The program offers four tracks—Business Analytics, Data Science, Information Technology and Supply Chain Management.

GRADUATING STUDENTS

- Ovamah T. Abdelhaq
- Ida Sisko Lovisa Angelma
- Karuna M. Assudani
- Alexander K. Barcenas
- Fredrine R. Beaue
- Sulagna Bheera
- Joseph V. Boccardo
- Christopher N. Bott
- Nathaniel R. Browning
- Taylor Anne Butler
- Emily S. Byun
- Yarib Cabrera
- Connor Andrew Candela
- Nathalie Jenice Cazares
- Souparno Chakraborty
- Ho Yat Chan
- Tinghan Chen
- Chu Chu
- Christian Tucker Cina
- Daniel M. Cohen
- Michael A. Cuervo
- Michael Burns Cullen
- Javier Cuxart
- Cameron S. Davidson
- Stephanie DeMaria

Continued on next page
The Master of Science in Management program is a one-year program designed specifically for individuals with non-business academic backgrounds/degrees. Students gain valuable business knowledge and strengthen transferable skills to open up advancement opportunities within their undergraduate major field or the business sector.

QUICK FACTS
- Since the program is only for non-business backgrounds, students build a strong network with peers from diverse backgrounds.
- Eduniversal ranked the Master of Science in Management program No. 1 among U.S. publics.
- No work experience is required for this program.

GRADUATING STUDENTS
- Jack W. Abbruzzese
- Donovan Crawford Baltich
- Charles Alfred Coffey
- Cassidy M. Egidii
- Isabela Escobar Arango
- Kelly M. Evans
- Tamas Kereszty
- Jacob Michael Kurtz
- Micah Laine Lomel
- Kirbie Logan McCullough
- Alfredo A. Mirt Sanchez
- Michela Murray
- Lily Ann Norenb erg
- Jessica Phillipe
- John Taylor Potvin
- Brittany N. Russell
- Scott Jordan Silver
- Thomas G. Soto
- Spencer A. Storey
- Shihong Tang
- Fan Wu

The Master of Science in Marketing program is intended for students whose objective is to work in the field of marketing in a corporate, non-profit or entrepreneurial setting.

QUICK FACTS
- One-year master's degree for business majors or minors
- For students with little or no work experience.
- 30-credit program (20 core credits and 10 elective credits)
The Fisher School of Accounting provides a rich environment for the study of accounting. Students in the program experience a curriculum dedicated to growth in a complex and important field.

Accounting at UF traces its roots back to 1923 when the first accounting course was offered. From there the demand for more course offerings quickly grew and in 1947 the department of accounting was officially formed with 255 students. With continued growth, the department formed into an experimental School in 1977, and the faculty Senate voted to make the School permanent in 1983. It was ultimately renamed the Fisher School of Accounting in 1985 to honor alumnus Fredrick Fisher. Today, Gerson Hall houses the Fisher School of Accounting administrative offices, its faculty, and students. Gerson Hall is a 36,000 square foot, $9.3 million structure.

The School’s faculty have earned Ph.D. degrees from the nation’s leading universities and are committed to excellence in teaching, research, and service. The faculty produce important scholarly work, serve as editors and referees for major accounting journals, and participate in service to professional and government organizations at the international, national, and state levels.
One of the nation’s top-ranked undergraduate public business schools, Heavener offers bachelor’s degrees in Finance, General Business, Management, Information Systems & Operations Management, and Marketing to more than 5,000 students.

The foundation of the Heavener student experience is built on creating impactful moments for students through:

ACADEMIC RIGOR
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
LEADERSHIP

These four principles are even etched into the walls of Heavener Hall, a state-of-the-art facility that opened in 2014 as a permanent home for undergraduate students.

Focusing on these areas ensures that students leave the Heavener School prepared to make an impact in whichever industry they choose to pursue. They are guaranteed to grow in the classroom, better understand and cultivate their leadership abilities, take part in new experiences in cultures across the world and be prepared to secure a job at one of the nation’s most desirable companies.
Degrees conferred are contingent upon students meeting all academic and financial obligations to the University of Florida. Names appearing in print are of those students who applied to graduate prior to November 9, 2020, and provided consent to be included in the program.

Undergraduate Honors Designation: Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades.

HONORS:  * = Cum Laude  ** = Magna Cum Laude  *** = Summa Cum Laude
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ELIZABETH B. & WILLIAM F. POE, SR. BUSINESS ETHICS CENTER
DIRECTOR: Dr. Brian Ray
Students come face-to-face with ethical issues in business and learn how industry leaders handle similar challenges. The Center aims to increase student awareness of the importance of ethics in their personal and professional lives.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & INNOVATION CENTER
DIRECTOR: Jamie Kraft
The Center was created to teach, coach and inspire students to be entrepreneurial in their lives. It provides students the tools and experiences necessary to creatively pursue new opportunities and innovations in the start-up, social, and corporate venture arenas.

HUMAN RESOURCE RESEARCH CENTER
DIRECTOR: Dr. Mo Wang
The purpose of the Center is to contribute to the science and the profession of human resource management. It supports educational programs and research that affect human performance in work settings in ways that have practical implications for management.

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING & AUDITING CENTER
DIRECTOR: Dr. Robert Knechel
The mission of the Center is to advance the overall academic and educational goals of the Fisher School of Accounting on an international level. The Center undertakes activities to bring a broader international focus to the programs and research efforts of the School.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CENTER
DIRECTOR: Dr. John Kraft
The Center aims to bring business executives with global responsibilities to campus, promote participation by Hough students in international case competitions, develop outreach activities with the local business community and develop opportunities for UF faculty, staff and students to conduct research in other countries.

MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION CENTER
DIRECTOR: Dr. Fiona Barnes
The Center provides expertise in business and management communication, disseminates communication research, provides on- and off-campus training in optimal communication strategies and information sharing, and equips business students with communication skills necessary for success in an information economy.

PUBLIC UTILITY RESEARCH CENTER
DIRECTOR: Dr. Mark Jamison
The Center was founded in 1972 and is an internationally recognized academic center dedicated to research and to providing training in utility regulation and strategy, as well as the development of leadership in infrastructure policy.

KELLEY A. BERGSTROM REAL ESTATE CENTER
DIRECTOR: Timothy Becker
For more than 30 years, the Center has been cultivating the exchange of education and information among real estate researchers, academics, students and industry leaders. The Center was named after Kelley A. Bergstrom, who in 2006 created an endowment to support the Center for years to come.

DAVID F. MILLER RETAIL CENTER
DIRECTOR: Betsy Goodman
The Center strives to develop tomorrow’s leaders by stimulating interest in retail careers, preparing students for entry-level management, providing continuing education opportunities, facilitating communications between retailers and academics, and researching retail issues.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT CENTER
DIRECTOR: Dr. Asoo Vakharia
The Center aims to bring together executives, UF faculty and students in order to pursue excellence in Supply Chain Management practice, education and research.

TEACHING & LEARNING CENTER
DIRECTOR: Dr. Megan Leroy
The Center is dedicated to the support and enhancement of quality in the college’s courses and degree programs. Through the Center, the College also provides support to faculty in developing and maintaining a robust assessment plan to ensure continuous student learning.
The vital component that truly elevates Warrington into prominence is its talented faculty. Consistently ranked in the top 20 U.S. publics in the University of Texas at Dallas’ Top 100 Business Schools Research Rankings, students learn from world-class faculty members who are thought leaders in their industry. Our scholars are internationally renowned for their innovative research and produce exceptional business leaders who embody the best in ethical leadership and managerial excellence.

With over 120 faculty members, Warrington faculty members are always progressing and searching for the next impactful piece of business research.
Endowed Scholarships and Fellowships

Scholarships allow Warrington students to further their professional development. Whether it’s going on an international study tour or helping a student attend Warrington, scholarships ensure that nothing hinders a student from fully participating in the Warrington experience.

- John Abate MBA Scholarship Fund
- Jean & Jewel Ahrano Scholarship Fund & Fellowship Fund
- E. Lovelle Ahrano Scholarship Fund
- Bill and Patti Alcorn Scholarship Endowment
- Sharon & David Apseloff Accounting Scholarship Fund
- Gina Babicz Memorial Fellowship
- Baldwin, Little, Sun, & Wu Sunshine Scholarship in Business
- Bank of America MBA Fellowship Fund
- Batson-Siegel Accounting Scholarship
- Kristen M. Beach & Connie A. Lyons Memorial Endowment
- Beall’s MBA Fellowship
- Steven E. Bernstein Real Estate Scholarship Fund
- Buddy Bishop Scholarship
- Kathy Brown Memorial Fund
- Melville G. Brinson Family Graduate Fellowship
- Matthew P. Brunson Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Bunch Family Accounting Scholarship
- J. Donald & Jayne B. Butterworth Fund
- J. D. Camp & Margueritte Byrne Camp Excellence Fund in Business
- Ronald & Vicki Canakaris Business Scholars Endowment
- Joseph F. & Theresa A. Cannella Family Master’s in Accounting Scholarship
- Center for Entrepreneurship & Innovation Fellowship
- Theodore F. Chive Scholarship Fund
- Price Maxwell Cleveland Graduate Student Endowment
- William E. Crown, Jr. Fellowship
- Clayton C. Curtis MSRE Scholarship Endowment
- Richard E. Darby Accounting Scholarship
- Darden Restaurants Diversity & Business Ethics Fellowship
- DBA Class of ‘17-Andreas Dinopoulos Memorial Fellowship
- Richard P. Donnellan Real Estate Graduate Scholarship
- Daniel M. & Cheryl W. DuPree Real Estate Scholarship Fund
- Alan Epstein Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Mr. & Mrs. George W. Etheridge, Jr. Scholarship
- A. Ross & Cora B. Evans Endowed Scholarship
- First Bankers MBA Fellowship Fund
- Fisher MACC Fellowship
- Florida Realtors Educational Foundation Scholarship
- Curtis S. Fry Family MBA Fellowship
- Helen G. & Byrd C. Fryer, Jr. Study Abroad Scholarship Fund
- Gerson, Preston & Company, CPA Fellowship
- Betsy Goodman Retail Scholarship Fund
- John H. Gray Study Abroad Scholarship
- William & Sharon Gray MBA Scholarship Fund
- Odile Guinot & Ryan Westphal MBA Scholarship Fund
- Yvonne Heistand Real Estate Scholarship Fund
- Nancy R. Hess Awards
- Herndon Hirons MBA Scholarship
- Wayne & Mary Hockmeyer Endowment Fund for Science & Business Education
- JCPenney Graduate Fellowship
- Brady S. Johnston Scholarship Fund
- Addam Kellough Memorial Scholarship
- Daryl & Dana Kenningham Study Abroad Endowment
- Lafond Family MBA Scholarship Fund
- Jack D. & Betty J. Lampros Graduate Fellowship & Lectureship Fund
- Trey Lauderdale Innovation Scholarship
- Fred Lesueur Scholarship Fund
- Jeffrey M. Levine Banking Scholarship
- Robert N. Lowe, Jr. Family Accounting Scholarship
- Joseph Lumia Memorial Fellowship
- Hoke T. Maroon MBA Fellowship Endowment
- Lola Maroon Study Abroad Scholarship
- C. Arnold Matthews Graduate Fellowship in Finance
- MBA Advisory Board Scholarship
- William C. McElmurray Scholarship Endowment
- F. Graham McKeel MBA Fellowship Fund
- Fred H. & David L. McNulty Fellowship
- Don Miller 5th Year Accounting Scholarship
- Ralph W. Miller Scholarship
- Muir Family Endowed MBA Scholarship
- Marty & Starr Nass Graduate Scholarship in Real Estate Studies
- M. Ann O’Brien MBA Scholars Endowment Fund
- Richard & Velia Parrino Graduate Student Endowment
- Ponsoldt Family Educational Endowment
- C. Addison Pound, Sr. & Annie Cannon Pound Scholarship in Business Administration
- Todd C. Prosser Memorial Scholarship
- Leland M. Reiner Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Bertha Ring Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Rose, Johnson, Wohlgemuth, Schlueter & McFerrin Scholarship
- Robert L. Rose Memorial Scholarship
- Aaron & Carly Topol Accounting Scholarship Endowment
- Jim & Sandy Wadsworth Scholarship Endowment
- Wells Fargo Scholarship & Internship Fund
- Frank L. Weyenberg MBA Scholarship
UF ALMA MATER

Florida, our Alma Mater,  
thy glorious name we praise.  
All thy loyal sons and daughters,  
a joyous song shall raise.  
Where palm and pine are blowing,  
where southern seas are flowing,  
Shine forth thy noble gothic walls,  
thy lovely vine clad halls.  
Neath the orange and blue victorious,  
our love shall never fail.  
There’s no other name so glorious,  
all hail, Florida, hail!
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